مهیار::نام دبیر

1 زبان خارجه:نام درس

99  دی: روز و تاریخ آزمون

: نام و نام خانوادگی دانش آموز

60 : مدت آزمون

دهم تجربی ریاضی: پایه و رشته

بارم

صفحه سواالت

2 Vocabulary :
A. Fill in the blanks with the words given. (there is one extra word).
both / lake / moon / plans / orbits
1. We can see that the planets go around the Sun in different ………….….
2. We could see some ducks on the ……………..……….
3. My older brother can speak ………….English and French .
4. Teachers and students talked about their future………..……
B. Match the words in column (A) with the appropriate definitions in column (B).
There is one extra definition in column (B)
A
B
.
1 5. increase …………
a) to go and get someone or something
6. collect …………
b) not many
7. a few
………..
c)things that are true or that really happened
8. fact
………….
d ) to become bigger or more
e) strong and well
1 C. Choose the correct answer.
9. The earth is the ………we live on .
a. plain
b. plant
c. planet
d. plane
10.Fire fighters were called to ……….the fire in the city center.
a. make
b. protect
c. save
d. put out
11. She looked at the cloudy ………above the sea.
a. star
b. sky
c. river
d. water
12. If you are in a /an ……………sleep , it is hard to wake you up.
a. deep
b. ugly
c. far
d. neat

Grammar:
1 A. Write the correct form of the words in the parentheses.
13. My English is ……………………..than my sister's English. ( good)
14. This man is 90. That man is 90. This man is …………………….that man. (old)
15. Karoon is ……….river of Iran. ( long)
16. Sharks are …………………………..than whales. ( dangerous )
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1 B. Choose the correct answer .

17. Look at those black clouds . It ……………….to rain tonight .
a. is going
b. will go
c. goes
d. is going to
18. Gold is the ……………….metal of the world.
a. expensive
b. as expensive as
c. more expensive
d. most expensive
19. My father is ……………..person in our family .
a. the older
b. as old as
c. older
d. the oldest
20. My younger brother has …………..money as my sister , but my older brother has
……..…… money of all.
a. as much – the most
b. as many – more than
c. the most – much
d. more than – as much

2

C. Unscramble the following sentences :
21 . going / are / you / in / eat / the restaurant / to / what / ?
………………………………………………………………………………………………
22. the most / one of / Tabriz / cities / is / beautiful / Iran / in / .
……………………………………………………………………………………………..

1.5 Writing :

A. look at the pictures and complete the sentences
23. students are going to visit an ……………….

24.doing daily ……………… is useful for everyone.

25……………… are amazing animals.
2 B. Put the following adjectives in correct order .

26. We took a ride on an ( Chinese – old – blue ) bus .
…………………………………………………………………………….
27. She bought a ( cotton – pretty – yellow – short - )dress.
…………………………………………………………………………………………

2
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1.5 C . Underline six errors in these sentences and write the correct form of them .

28 . My mom is going to makes a cake for my birthday.
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
29. The Persian Gulf is a very important sea between Iran and some arab countries.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
30. In norouz , we go to different city such as Tehran and Shiraz.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
31.Look at these flowers natural .
…………………………………………………………….. .
1 D. Complete this table .
singular
Plural
32. wolf
……………………
33. …………… babies
34. …………… mice
35. bus stop …………………….
1.5 E. Read the following sentences and put the nouns in the appropriate columns .
36.Mr. Alavi is a farmer . he lives in a village . He has some sheep and goats . He
loves his life.
Person
Place
Idea
Animal
./5 F. Unscramble the following letters.

37. Planets are really ……………but not so much alike . ( zgaimna )
38.A …………….is a wild animal. (iretg)
1 Reading :

A . Read the following sentences and choose the best answer.
39. The heart pumps blood around the body . This keeps us alive . The pronoun "
This " refers to ……………………….
a. body
b. pumping blood
c. heart
d. alive
40 .Viruses need to be inside a living things to live and grow . It means that …………
a . viruses live and grow in air
b . all living things have viruses inside them
c . viruses cannot live and grow outside a living thing
d . living things need viruses to grow
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B . Cloze Tests – Read the following text and fill in the blanks with the words.
Nowadays humans don't think about the nature. They ……………(41) the forests and
make houses and roads …………(42) . There are a lot of ……………..(43) animals in the
world . It means that only a few of them are ………….(44) .They can't find anything
to eat or any ……(45) for living. If we don't take care of them , they will ……...(46).
41. a. make
b. create
c. save
d. destroy
42. a. instead
b. for them
c. attention
d. to keep
43. a. endanger b. endangered
c. injured
d. dangerous
44. a. live
b. alive
c. died
d. living
45. a. lakes
b. plains
c. places
d. seas
46. a. increase
b. die out
c. live
d. describe
C. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions.
Heart is a strong pump that sends blood around your body. It works all the time ,
even when you are sleeping .It pumps blood that is full of oxygen and food to
every part of your body.
You have blood everywhere inside your body .A blood sample is usually 45% blood
cells and 55% plasma .The blood cells move in a yellow liquid .The liquid is called
Plasma.it carries blood cells. Types of blood cells are red blood cells and white
blood cells. Red blood cells give the blood its red color. There are 5 millions of
them in a drop of blood. Red blood cells are so small that you can't see them with
your eyes. you can see them with a microscope. The red blood cells carry oxygen
to every part of your body. White blood cells are larger than red blood cells, but
there are less of them .There are 8000 in one drop of blood .They defend your
body against microbes.
47. According to the passage ,it is not true that ……………….
a)plasma carries white and red blood cells
b)The number of blood cells is less than plasma
c)red blood cells are not smaller than white blood cells
d)your blood has less white blood cells than red blood cells

4

48.Which one is not in your blood?
a)red blood cells
b)plasma
c)heart

d)white blood cells

49. You can't see red blood cells without a microscope
50.The blood is red because of red blood cells.

a)True b)False
a) True b)False

51. What carries oxygen around the body?
………………………………………………………………………………..
52. How many white blood cells are there in a drop of blood?
Total

24

……………………………………………………………………………………………..
GOOD LUCK
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